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‘We caii a set system of feasible sets hereditary if every (k+ l)-element feasible set contains a 
k-element feasible subset (k ~0). We characterize hereditary set systems for which a modified 
greedy algorithm is optimal. This will involve an algorithmic haracterization of strong map rela- 
tions between matroids. The set systems that come up are special greedoids which were introduced 
by B. Korte and L. Lovdsz [8-101. 
I. Introduction and notation 
We shall assume familiarity with elementary matroid theory. The basic definitions 
and theorems can be found in Welsh [ 131. Throughout his paper JZ will denote a 
nonempty finite set. Recall that fl c 2E or more precisely (E, fl) is an independence 
system, if BE @ and if for every nonempty IE @ and every x~1one has I- {x} E Ca. 
An independence system (E, A) is a matroid SP A has the augmentation property: 
(A) If A,&& and IAl c IBl, then there exists &B\A such that AUkAf. 
A natural heuristic to maximize a linear objective function w : E --) IR over an in- 
dependence system (E, J) is the (standard) greedy algorithm: 
(0) 14; 
(1) choose x&-I, such that IUXE J, w(x)rO; and wow for all GEE-I 
with IWye J; if no such x exists, set Iw +I and STOP; 
(2) d+-HUx; 
(3) goto (1). 
The fundamental result by Rado [ 12~) Edmonds [3] and independently b  other 
authors (Gale [S], Welsh [13]) states that an independence system (E, J) is a matroLl 
if and only if for every weight function w : E * II? the greedy solution of the 
greedy algorithm is optimal, i.e., 
w&J 1 w(l) for all IE J 
(here we use the notation w(E’) := C (w(e) :eE 
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Korte and Loviisz [S-IO] have pointed out that the underlying structure of many 
combinatorial optimization problems are not independence systems, This leads 
them to investigate greedoids (see below) which are generalizations of matroids. 
1.1. ISefinition. We call g C, 2E or more precisely (E, @) a hereditary set system if 
0 E @ and for every nonempty FE @ there exists xeF such that F-x @. The sets 
FE S are called feasible. 
If (E,g) is a hereditary set system then 
is called the rank function of (E,S). r&E) is called the rank of (E,S). 
1.2. Definition. A hereditary set system (E,@) is called a greedoid if @ has the 
augmentation property (A). 
A characierizing property of greedoids i that the maximal feasible subsets of a 
given set have the same cardinality (Korte, LovBsz [9]). Note that every nonempty 
feasible set FE S ajiows a feasible ordering of its elements, i.e., there is an ordering 
Xl ,...,xkoftheelementsinFinsuchawaythat {x~},{x~,~~},...,{x~,~~~,~~}E~= 
Thus a hereditary set system is an independence system if and only if every permuta- 
tion of the elements of a feasible set provides a feasible ordering. 
The standard greedy algorithm is not adequat- 0 for others than independence 
systems. Suppose (E,S) is not an independence system; then the standard greedy 
algorithm will fail for a particular weight function irrespective of what other ‘nice 
properties the system (E,S) has. Intuitively, the reason for this is that the standard 
greedy algorithm never isks adding an element of negative weight at an early stage 
which would later allow an element of high positive weight o be added (this is the 
‘per-asperaad-astra principle’). The adequate (modified) version of the greedy 
algorithm allows for the ‘peraspera-ad-astra principle’: 
(0) F+0, F+clB; 
(1) choose xE-F, such that FUxsS and w(x)~w(,V! for all yeE-F with 
F U y I”,; *, if no such x exists, set &,,, + F* and STOP; 
(2) if w(FUx)> w(F*), set F*+FUx; 
(3) F+FUx; 
(4) got0 (1). 
Let us call a set Fgreedy with respect to a given weight function w, if the elements 
of F can be ordered, say x1 ,..., xk, such that for i=B ,... 9 k, {x1 ,..., x/}E@ and 
W(Xi)ZW(Jj) for all YEE-{(x~~.~.~x~_~} with {Xt,*..,xi_r,Y}E@. In this case 
x1 , . . . , xk is &led a greedy ordering of F. 
Thus F is greedy w,r.t. w if F is a possible intermediate f asible set chosen by the 
thm. Consequently, we call the output F,,, a greedy solution. 
8s a memory storing the best feasible solution found so far. 
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In the next section we characterize those hereditary set systems, for which the 
modified greedy algorithm finds an optimal solution. These structures are more 
general than matroids. It is important o observe that the modified greedy algorithm 
behaves like the standard greedy algorithm if the underlying set system (E, JFP is an 
independence system. This observation illuslrates the duality between structural 
algorithmic properties in combinatorics. 
The concept of strong maps between matroids originates in algebraic and 
geometric problems in lattice theory and the theory of finite geometries (cf. Higgs 
[7]). We want to give an algorithmic haracterization of strong map relations 
between matroids. The following theorem gives a very useful algebraic harac- 
terization. 
1.3. Theorem. Let (E, Ml) and (E, JQ be two matroids with rank functions rl and 
r2, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) J& is an elementary strong map of d2, i.e., rl(E) = r2(E) - 1 and every 
closed set in d, is also closed in d2. 
(ii) r,(E) = r2(E) - 1 and r,(Y) - rl (X) s r2( Y) - r2(X) for all X c E. 
(iii) r,(E) = r2(E) - 1, d, E d2, and if B is a basis of A, and B - eU {x, y} is a 
basis of 4, then B U y is a basis of d2 or B - eU y is a basis of d,. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is well-known, a proof can be found Welsh 
WI 
(ii)* (iii). By (ii) we have that 
rz(BUy)-rz(B-eUy)W(BUy)-r,(B-eUy) 
which implies that 
This means that r2(B W y) I 1 B I+ 1 or rl(B - eU y) 2 )B I. Thus (iii) holds. 
(iii)=,(i). We first show that every hyperplane H of &, (i.e., H is a closed set of 
rank rl(E) - 1) is closed in A$. 
Suppose not; then there exists a hyperplane H of A, and eE E - H such that 
r2(H U e) = r2(H). 
Since H is a hyperplane of A,, there is a basis B of A1 such that I3 G Hue. Clear- 
ly eE B and B-eed2 since dI c A,. 
Since r2(H) = q(E) = r2(E) - 1 and r2(B - e) = rl(E) - 1 by the augmentation 
property (A) there exists y E H \ (B-e) = H \ B such that B - eU y E ,AB, and 
XEE-(HUe) such that B-eU{x,y) is aa basis of u4d2. 
y assumption we know that BU y is a basis of or that B - eU,y is a basis of 
ossibilities, however, fead to a contracliction: 
U e implies that U y is not a basis or 
plies that B- eUy is not a basis of A’, . This proves that every hyperplane of cMI 
is closed in JZ& 
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If now C is an arbitrary closed set of vkl,, then C can be represented as the in- 
tersection of hyperplanes of JZ, (cf. Welsh [ 131). However these hyperplanes are 
closed in udd, and thus C is closed in A2 being the intersection of closed sets of 
vlilz. 0 
Remark. Property (ii) of Theorem 1.3 can be illustrated nicely by a forbidden con- 
figuration. Let (E, d,) and (E, ,n;cZ) be two matroids, A, c AZ, the rank of which 
are k and k + 1 respectively. Then 4, is a strong map of d2 if and only if the 
following configuration 
Fig. 1. 
does not occur jn the Hasse diagram of the Boolean algebra of the /G and (k+ 1). 
element subsets of E. In Fig. 1 full points represent bases of A, and d2 and the 
light points correspond to all other k- or (k+ I)-element subsets of E. 
2. Gaussian elimination greedoids 
2.1. TIuewcrm. Let S c 2& and supbose that 0 E S. Then the following statemen?s 
are equivalent: 
(i) For every weight function w : E --) IR the modified greedy algorithm deter- 
mines an optimal feasible solution for the problem 
max{w(F):&WF}. 
(ii) g can be represented as
i=O 
where for i=O, . . . . m, ai is the collection of bases of a matroid Ai of rank i and, 
furthermore for i= 1, . . . ,m, di_ 1 is an elementary strong m5rp of &i* 
(iii) ~9 is a greedoid and the configuration of Fig. 1 does not occur in the Boolean 
algebra over E. 
k set system 5 5 2E with 0 E @ having property (i) or (ii) or (iii) is called a Gaus- 
sian elimination greedoid. 
Before proving this theorem let us discuss ome examples and consequences. 
very matroid is trivia aussian elimination greedoid 
already observed that the modified algorithm applied to an in- 
dependence system behaves exactly as the standard greedy algorithm. Thus the 
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Rado-Edmonds characterization of matroids via the optimality of the greedy 
algorithm can be deduced from Theorem 2.1. 
Corollav, An independence system (E, @) is a matroid if and only if for every linear 
objective function the standard greedy algorithm finds an optimal solution of the 
problem 
max(w(l): I&F). 
Remark. A similar characterization has been derived in Brylawski [l]: (E, g) is a 
G-greedoid if and only if the standard greedy algorithm finds a maximum weight 
basis for all truncations of g. 
2.3. Example (Gaussian elimination). Let A = (a(i, j): 15 ir m, 15 jl n) be a matrix 
with full row rank. Denote by E the set of column indices. To perform the Gaussian 
eliminatioir process one selects a column index jr such that a(1, j,)#O and the 
replaces A by the (m - 1, n - 1) maxtrix 
where 
i# = {a(i, j): 2rirm, 15 jln, j#j,} 
W,j) :=a(& j)- 
a(i,jd l ahi) 
a&j,) ’ 
Proceeding in this way we can construct a sequence jr, . . . , jk (k 5 m) of column in- 
dices. A sequence which can be constructed inthis way we call a partial elimination 
sequence. Using (ii) in Theorem 2.1 we can easily show that 
SF .- A l - C(J ‘1 ,..., j&E: j, ,..., j, is a partial elimination sequence} 
defines a Gaussian elimination greedoid. 
The next example can be shown to be a special instance of Example 2,2 (cf. 
Edmond [4]). 
2.4. Example (Medieval Marriage Problem’). Let G = (S, T, E) be a bipartite graph 
and let sir .._, s,~ be an ordering of nodes in S. 
Call a subset FE; T feasible if there exists a matching in G covering F and the 
nodes s 1, .*. , SI FI . The feasible sets form a Gaussian elimination greedoid. We cab 
(T, 9) the transversal-greedoid in uced by G with respect to the ordering sl, l ee, s,, 
’ This name was given by J. Edmonds. In medieval times fathers used to marF their daughters in the 
order of their ages 
(... Baptista: “Gentlemen, importune me no further, 
For how I firmly am resolv’d you know; 
That is - not to bestow my youngest daughter, 
Before I have a husband for the elder:. J’ 
from: W. Shakespeare: The Taming of the Shrew, 1. act, 1. scene). 
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(cf. Korte, Lovasz [lo]). 
If w : T-) II? is a weighting of the nodes in T, then the problem 
max{ w(F): F c T feasible) 
can be described as to find an optimal matching in the pry r order. Theorem 2.1 
shows that an optimal feasible solution can be determined by the modified greedy 
algorithm. 
2.5. Example (Linking-greedoids). Let G= (V, E) be a directed graph and let 
Ul , . . . , urn be an ordering of a subset B of nodes. Call Fc V feasible, if there exist 
k:= IFI node disjoint directed paths connecting each node in F with a different 
node in B. 
Sinceweallowtrivialpaths, inparticula.rthesets@{ul},{ul,~},...,{~~,...,~~}= 
B are feasible. Similar to the proof in Welsh [13, Theorem 1, p. 2191 one can show 
that the set system s of feasible sets forms a Gaussian elimination greedoid. 
We call (V, 9) the linking-greedoid induced by G and B = V with respect to the 
ordering vr, . . . , urn. 
Remark. In Section 3 we will show that linking-greedoids and transversal-greedoids 
are in a sense dual to each other. 
Prod of Theorem 2.1. (i)* (iii). The modified greedy algorithm can be applied to 
any set system 8r with BE s and, given any weight function IV: EMI? it will produce 
a greedy solution EN. E s. e 
It is very easy to show that under the assumption (i) 9 has to be a hereditary set 
system and furthermore that g has the augmentation property (A). 
Suppose now that Fig. 1 does not occur in the l3oolean algebra over E. This means 
thatthereexistBSE,z~B,xryeBsuchthatBES,B-zU(Sy}~~,B-tUy$S 
and BUY@. 
We want to show that the modified greedy algorithm does not find an optimal 
solution for the following weight function w : E -)I?: 
r 1 eEB-z, 
i 
WZ e=z, 
w(e):= wu e=y, 
WX e=x, 
-IE[ else 
where - (E~<w,<w,<w,<1. 
It is a trivial but important observation that the modified greedy algorithm pro- 
ceeds independent by of the specific values of w,, wu, wz provided the inequality 
above is satisfied. 
Let us remark that by assumption (i) the following is true: If ,4 is greedy w.r.t. 
w, then either A contains an optimal solution or A can be augmented toan optimal 
solution. 
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We claim that B is a greedy w.r.t. w provided - IEI c wXc wt< wu< 1. 
This is true by the remark above, since B is the unique optimal solution of the 
problem max{ w(F): FE @), where wX= - IE I+ 1, wt = f, w,, = +. On the other 
hand B- ZU (x, y} is the unique optimal solution of max{ w(F): FE @> where 
WX z-t, w,=-8, and wy=5. 
Thus B does not contain nor can be augmented toan optimal solution. This con- 
tradicts the fact that B is greedy w.r.t. w, if - IEI< wx< w,< wu. 
(iii)=, (ii). Let Iyt :=max( lFl:FEg}. By induction on t, O<tsm, we will show 
that @, := {FE R IF I = t} is the set of bases of a matroid .kl,. 
Using Theorem 1.3 and the subsequent remark, property (ii) will follow directly. 
We can assume t22. Let B1, Bps B, and XE B1 \ B2. We have to show that there 
exists YE B2 \ B1 such that B1 -xUye SB,. 
Choose a feasible ordering x1, . . . , X, of Br such that the index i with Xi=X is 
maximal. 
Pf i= t, then B, --XE iP and by the augmentation property (A) we can augment 
Br -x from B2 such that Bl -xUye Sr with YE B2 \ B1. 
Now assume that 1 &<t. Let a1 := {xi, . . . , Xi) and choose & c Bz such that 
I&ES and I&l=i. 
By induction hypothesis there exists YE& \ 8, such that B, -xUy~ @. We also 
know that y$ B1 otherwise we could find a feasibic ordering of B, with x in a latter 
than the i-th position by augmenting & -xU y = {xl,. . . , Xi_ 1, y} from BI . 
We claim that {Xl, . . ..Xi_r.y,Xi+r, . . ..Xl} ~9. 
Suppose not, then let j z i+ I be the smallest index such that {xl 9 . . . , Xi- 1, 
y,xi+l,maa,xj)$@. Define B:={XI,...,Xi_l,Y,Xi+rs.~=,Xj-l} then we have 
B,B-yU(xi,xj) ES. Furthermore BUXje@, by choice ofj, and B-yUXj$g, by 
minimality of i (augment B-yUXj={X~,...,Xi--~,Xi+~,~~=,Xj} from B,). 
This however contradicts (iii) because we have the following configuration 
BU{Xj) B-_YU (X;,Xj} II 
B B-yu {A-j) 
Fig. 2.3 
(ii) * (i). Let w : E + II? be a weight function and F, be a gre’edy solution deter- 
mined by the modified greedy algorithm and let xl, . . . , xk be a greedy ordering of 
Pa. Among all optimal solutions of the problem max( w(F): FE g} choose one, 
say F, which has a feasible ordering yl, . . . , yI such that the index I for which holds 
x1 =yI, x2 =y2, . . . ,x, =y, is maximal. 
It is easy to see that t = I or it = k implies =Afi proving that the greedy solution 
is optimal. We assume now t< min(k, I). 
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Claim. There existsyd\{xI,...,x~}={y~+~,m.*,y,} such that {xw..,&,Y}E@ 
and (Xi* l ** )4~&.l~Yf.l~ . . ..y.} -yEE 
By (ii) we know that E is a basis of the matroid tiMI and by the choice of p we 
have x8+ 1 @. Denote by C unique circuit contained in &x~+ 1 w.r.t. the matroid 
Al and let A:=&,..., x,}. To prove the claim it is enough to show that 
(here ri is the rank function of di for 05 is m). 
Suppose r,.I(AUC-x,.l)=rl+l(A); then r,+,(AUC)=r,+I(A)+ 1. Since A,+, 
is a strong image of A,, we have 
-j(C)-q(C-x,+1)=0, 
contradiction. This proves the claim. 
BytheclaimthereexistsyEF\{~~,...,x,} suchthat {x,,...,x,,y}~~andB:= 
{ Xl 9 l**9 xr+ l*Yf+ Ir . . ..yI) -y&F. By choice of x,,~ in the greedy algorithm it 
follows that w(y)r w(xr+ t) and w(B)= w(F), thus B is another optimal solution, 
contradicting the choice of p. This proves the theorem. Cl 
2.6. Corollary (Brylawski 111). Let (E, A,), (E, J&) be two matroids and resume 
that tire rank of UN, is by one smaller than the rank of vr;c2. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) A& is strong map of AZ. 
(ii) For every linear objective function w : E + iR the following holds: If F, E & 
is an optimal solution of the problem 
max( w(F): F basis of A,}, 
then there exists XE E \ Fl such that F, Ux is an optimal solution of 
max{ w(F): F busis of AZ}. 
3. Duality for Gaussian elimination greedoids 
In this section we want to extend the notion of duality in matroids to Gaussian 
elimination greedoids (in the sequel shorter Ggreedoids). The proofs of the follow- 
ing facts are straightforward, we thus omit details. 
es CI Ggreedoid. 
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(c) For 15 kr rank @ the k-truncation g(k) : = {FE R 1 F 1s k} defines a 
G-greedoid. 
(d) If FEN, then the contraction ~~F~/F:=(F’EE-F:FUF’E~~ defines 
a G-greedoid. 
(e) If E’ E E, then the restriction to E’ S 1 E’ : = (F c E’: FE @) defines a 
G-greedoid. 
(f) If E’sE, then the trace on E’ g: E’S (FIIE’: FE@) defines a greedoid 
(not necessarily a G-greedoid). 
3.2. Definition. Let (E, S) be a G-greedoid of rank k and let n := 1 E I. We then 
denote by SD the (n - k)-truncation of gD and call (E, SD) the dual G-greedoid. 
Remark. (a) (SD)D = S. 
(b) Every matroid A is a G-greedoid, furthermore AY D = .A?*, the dual matroid 
in the usual sense. 
We now want to take a look at the ‘dual’ structures of the Examples 2.2 and 2.3. 
These observations can be used to strengthen Corollary 2.6 (cf. Brylawski [l]). 
3,3. Corollary. Let (E, d,), (E, J$) be two set systems the basis of which have cor- 
dinality k and k + 1, resp. Suppose that one of (E, uH,), (E, u&ez) is matroid and that 
(ii) of Corollary 2.6 is satisfied. Then (E, AI) and (E, J$) are matroids which are 
in elementary strong map relation. 
3.4. Theorem. Let A be a nonsingular (n, n) matrix and let SA be the G-greedoid 
as defined in Example 2.3. T&en (@JD = @$ where 
l (A-l)T. 
Proof. Denote by Ak (A:) the submatrix of A (AD) consisting of the first k rows 
of A (AD). We have to show that j 1, . . . ,jk are the indices of lineariy independent 
columns of Ak if and only if jk+ 1 ) . . *, jn correspond to linearly independent COL 
umns of AF_k, where {jk+r, .. . . jn) ={I, . . ..n} -{jr, l ..,jk}. .l.o.g. we may 
assume that {jr, mm.&) =(i, l mm,kjm ‘tie write 
where A(‘” and A(‘) are (k, k)-matrices and the others are ~ropt~!y sized. If A”) is 
invertible, then 
[ _A’3’m (/&‘)- 1 . ,+2’ + A(4)] . A’41 
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is the (n - Irc,n 4) unit matrix, which implies that At4) is invertible and thus 
. 
1J k+ 1, l -- ,j,J = {k+ 1, . . . 9 n} corresponds to linearly independent columns of 
A,4 k. Similarly A(‘) is invertible if A(4) is. 0 
We now want to make precise the remark following Example 2.5. 
3.5. Theorem. Let G = (S, T; A) be a bipartite graph, S = { s1 , . . . , s,, ), T = { tl , . . . , tn ) 
and suppose that {s,, tl ), . . . , (s,,, tJ EA. We define a directed graph G*=(z A*) 
where 
A’= ((ti; tj)r i+: ji {sip ti) E A). 
If (T, +9 ) denotes the transversal-greedoid induced by G with respect to the ordering 
s1 , . . . , s,, riren the dual (T, g D, is the linking-greedoid induced by G* and T with 
respect o the ordering t,, tz _ i 9 l . - , tl . 
Proof. Let F= {VI, . . . . &} C T, FE @. We may assume that (si , oi }, . . . , (sk, ok) E A. 
We have to prove that there are n -k node disjoint directed paths in G*= (T, A*) 
pairwise connecting the nodes in T \ F with { tk+ 1, . . . , tq). 
Define L:=(v,,...,Uk)n{t,,...,tk}; by induction on .- =k-IL( we show that 
there are n - k node disjoint directed paths in the subgraph SY G* induced by T-L 
connecting T-F with {tk+ i, ... , t,)}. 
If !=O, then T\&{tk+i,..., t,,} and the trivial (l-node) paths do as reqluired. 
If I>O, then there exists je { 1, . . . . k} such that tj E T \ F. The subgraph of G in- 
duced by the edges {q, tl}, . . . . {Sk, tk), {q, v1 ), . . . . {Sk9 ok} contains a path P such 
that 
P=(ti,,SiO,fil,Sil,***)fir_,,Sir_I,fir) 
where ti,,= tj, si,,=Sj and (iO, .. . ,i,_ ,) c { 1, . . . . k} $i,. 
If we replace in the matching (~1, VI}, . . . , {Sk, vk} the edges (SiO, ti,). .*. , {Si,_,r fi,} 
by (Si,tti,),...,(Si,_,tti,_,) we see that F’:=FUtj-tirEE. 
%lCe L’:=F’n{t,,...,t,)=LU{ti,, ..m,ti,-l} and rzl, we can apply the in- 
duction hypothesis. We thus know that there exist n-k node disjoint paths in 
the subgraph of G* induced by T \ L’ which pairwise connect T \ F’ with 
(tk+,,a**mfn). 
Among these directed paths there is one, say (&, . . . , b} connecting 
&=tirET\F’ tv a node in (Q++ .-.,b,). If we replace this p&h by the path 
(ti,, l *a 9 tir=&, me* 9 &) we obtain n-k node disjoint paths using only nodes in 
T \ L, which pairwise connect T \ F with { tk + lt . . a 9 t,,}. Cl 
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